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In seeking to mimic the hydrogenation of N2 to NH3 as effected under mild conditions by the enzyme
nitrogenase, three classes of known metal sulfide clusters that resemble the NFe7MoS9 core of FeMo-co,
the active site of nitrogenase, have been assessed theoretically. The assessment has been made in the
context of the previously proposed mechanism for nitrogenase, in which protons are relayed to
FeMo-co, where, as hydrogen atoms accumulated on Fe and S atoms, they transfer to bound N2 and
subsequent intermediates in a critical sequence of intramolecular hydrogenations, probably accelerated
by H atom tunneling. The three model systems possess the XcFe4S4 face which is the key active site of
FeMo-co (X is most probably N in FeMo-co, and is S in the models). The most promising functional
models are based on clusters M1, {(tpb)Mo(m3-S)3Fe2(Fe-L)Sc(m-S)2(Fe-L)Fe2(m3-S)3Mo(tpb)} [tpb =
tris(1-pyrazolyl)hydroborate], for which syntheses are well developed. The assessment is based on the
ability of the models to mimic the intermediates in the FeMo-co mechanism, as determined by density
functional simulations. The elaborations of M1 required to mimic the FeMo-co behaviour are
described. These include modification of the tpb ligands to control the coordination at the Fe atoms, to
provide for the proton relay functionality, and to prevent unwanted reactivity at other Fe and S atoms.
Literature references with prescriptions for synthesis of the predicted homogeneous catalysts are
provided. Further, in view of the similarities between the model systems and the P-cluster of
nitrogenase, it is speculated that the P-cluster could be a relic catalytic site for N2 reduction.

Introduction

This paper is about the fixation of dinitrogen to ammonia, an
inherently difficult reaction. The biological process, a crucial
component of the biospheric nitrogen cycle and essential to all
life on earth, is effected under mild conditions by nitrogenase
enzymes in bacteria.1-5 The industrial process, refined from the
pioneering work of Haber and Bosch,6 is an entirely different
process for the synthesis of ammonia using heterogeneous catalysis
at high temperature and pressure, through a mechanism involving
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the combination of surface bound N atoms and H atoms.7

The essentiality of metal sites in the biological and industrial
processes has stimulated much research on the coordination
chemistry of N2,8-12 and therefrom to its activation and reduction
under homogeneous conditions.13-17 One of these systems, a
mono-molybdenum complex with strong steric hindrance, leads
to catalytic amounts of ammonia with limited turnover, but
the mixture has to be manipulated to minimise short-circuiting
formation of H2 by the reductant and proton source.18,19 Some very
interesting and promising interconversions of mono-Fe complexes
containing N2, N2H2, N2H4, H2 and H have been described
recently.20-26

Can the chemistry of the enzymatic process be used to design
and create synthetic homogeneous catalysts for the reduction of
N2 to NH3?

While the biochemical aspects of nitrogenase are relatively
well understood,5,27-32 the chemical mechanism is experimentally
elusive.33 The structures of the two proteins involved, an Fe protein
and a MoFe protein, are known, as is the process in which they
dock to initiate the hydrolysis of ATP and the transfer of an
electron first to a redox-active P-cluster in the MoFe protein, and
thence to the catalytic site, the Fe–Mo cofactor, or FeMo-co. A key
part of the mechanism of nitrogenase is the involvement of H2 as
both product and inhibitor:34 the stoichiometry of the nitrogenase
catalysis is close to N2 + 8e- + 8H+ → 2NH3 + H2. The abiological
reaction D2 + 2e- + 2H+ → 2HD, which is N2 dependent and
kinetically related to N2 reduction, provides key data for the testing
of mechanisms.35,36 Much kinetic and spectroscopic data have
provided a good picture of the sequence of biochemical events
through the multiple cycles involving electrons, N2, H2, D2 and
NH3.29,37
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The structure of FeMo-co38 is shown in Fig. 1. The cluster core
has the composition NcFe7MoS9 (the elemental identity of the
central atom is not yet proven experimentally, but N is more likely
than the alternatives C or O39-43), with Fe at one end coordinated
to a cysteine while the Mo is additionally coordinated by histidine
and homocitrate.

Fig. 1 The resting structure of protein-bound FeMo-co: atom and residue
labeling are from PDB 1M1N.

The behaviours of modified enzymes with mutated residues
surrounding FeMo-co have indicated clearly that the catalytic site
is the vicinity of Fe6 and Fe2 (Fig. 1).5,44,45 In conjunction with
this, careful and ingenious experimentation at low temperatures
with wild type and mutant enzymes has enabled the trapping of
species apparently containing bound H, N2, N2H2 and N2H4,
although structural characterisation of these is still in early
stages.5,46-51 Alkynes are alternative substrates for nitrogenase, and
most success has come in characterising intermediates in alkyne
reactions. The fact that the enzyme is almost spectroscopically
quiet during turnover, as well as the fact that unavoidable protons
compete as oxidising reactant, frustrate experimental investigation
of the chemical mechanism. A synthetic cluster with the structure
of FeMo-co is not yet available.52-54

In summary, the structure of the catalytically active site (in
its resting state) is known, and valiant experimental work on
the reactivity has yielded some interesting but mechanistically
inconclusive information. In particular, there is no atomic level
information about the most energetically difficult first stage in
reducing N2. The stage for the molecular dance that is biological
nitrogen fixation is clearly set, the dancers are known, the
rhythm is evident, and some scenes have been glimpsed, but the
choreography is elusive.

Theoretical approach to mechanism

With scarce experimental information about the mechanism of
catalysis at FeMo-co, powerful theoretical simulation techniques
are valuable and can be used to expand the experimental
information.40,41,55-64 I have applied density functional calculations

to investigation of the coordination chemistry of FeMo-co. This
has yielded much information in three areas.65 (a) One is the
general behaviour of FeMo-co as a multimetal site for the binding
of ligands, and has revealed that the pertinent Fe atoms can bind
one or two ligands with various Fe coordination stereochemistries,
and that the central atom Nc is the mediator for coordinative
allosterism involving Fe2 and Fe6. The well-defined endo- and
exo- Fe coordination positions are illustrated in Fig. 2 for Fe6.
(b) The second collection of information involves the binding
of N2, H and H2 to FeMo-co,66,67 including the binding of
multiple H atoms (at S/Fe) and combinations of N2, H and/or
H2. This work included calculation of energy profiles for the
association-dissociation of these ligands, and their dependence
on the coordination status of FeMo-co. (c) The third outcome
from this work was recognition that the m3-S atom labelled S3B
(Fig. 1) could be the site of protonation of FeMo-co (from a
conserved proton relay chain through the MoFe protein).66 This,
with the variability of both configuration and conformation of
the resulting S3B-H, allows sequential relay of multiple H atoms
to FeMo-co. This is significant, because the protein surrounding
the catalytically active face of FeMo-co is largely anhydrous and
hydrophobic, and there is no evident mechanism for the provision
of the six or more protons required for one catalytic cycle.

Fig. 2 The exo and endo coordination positions (trans and cis to Nc

respectively) for Fe6: analogous positions occur at Fe2.

This research introduces a new mechanistic paradigm for
catalyses effected by nitrogenase, which is that the reductions occur
by intramolecular transfer of H atoms to bound substrates and
intermediates. The traditional concept was that FeMo-co acquires
electrons, a number of which are required before it is able to bind
N2 or other substrates, and then that protons are provided from
surrounding protein residues (and/or water) to the electron-rich
bound substrates. I believe that all of the reductive steps occur
instead through short-distance intramolecular H atom transfer,
fully controlled by the atoms of FeMo-co. The well-defined proton
relay to S3B, triggered by electronation of FeMo-co, generates
the H atoms on S3B, which are subsequently transferred to other
atoms of FeMo-co and to bound substrate and intermediates.66 It is
postulated that there is a single path for replenishable serial supply
of protons which become H atoms on FeMo-co, migrating to
become S–H and Fe–H donors to N2 and to the intermediates that
follow. This paradigm of controlled intramolecular hydrogenation
(as opposed to exogenous protonation), and its elaboration
involving the importance of the sequences of hydrogen transfer
events,65 allows explanations for a number of observations of the
reactivity of nitrogenase with C2H2 and N2.68

This combined knowledge of the coordination chemistry of
FeMo-co, and of the relevant principles (largely unprecedented),
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Fig. 3 An abbreviated presentation of the previously described mechanism for hydrogenation of N2 to NH3,69 showing key intermediates. The atoms
Fe2, S2B, Fe6 and S3B only of FeMo-co are depicted: H atoms on FeMo-co are red, while those transferred to N2 are black. Each of the six +H additions
involves prior electronation of FeMo-co and proton relay to S3B.

together with the concept of intramolecular hydrogenation as the
fundamental process, allowed further investigation of the probable
mechanism by which FeMo-co converts N2 to NH3. The multiple
possibilities for the sequences of bond breaking and making
steps were simulated and assessed via their activation energies,
leading to a proposed mechanism for the catalysis.69 The full
mechanism has 21 steps. Fig. 3 provides an abbreviated view
of some significant intermediates, labeled as previously.69 Fig. 4
shows some optimised structures, demonstrating the different
coordination geometries for Fe and the elongations of Nc–Fe
(eg 3H-c, 4H-a, 4H-b, 4HN2-c, 3HN2H-b, 1HN2H4-a) and Fe–S
interactions (eg 4H-a, 4H-b, 4HN2-c), as well as the variability of
configurations/conformations at S3B when hydrogenated (eg 4H-
a, 4H-b). 4HN2-c is the key intermediate leading to the first transfer
of H from S3B to h2-bound N2: the similarity between structures
4HN2-c and 3HN2H-b and the relatively short distance for H to
traverse is evident in Fig. 4. Because 3HN2H-b has N2H locked
into a bridging position between Fe2 and Fe6, similar short H-
transfer distances occur when subsequent H atoms transfer from

S3B, Fe2, S2B and Fe6. The trajectories for these intramolecular
H-transfer steps are very similar to those for other enzymes where
H atom tunneling is established, and I have proposed that part of
the catalytic rate acceleration of FeMo-co is due to comparable H
atom tunneling.70

This summary of the proposed enzymatic mechanism for
reduction of N2 leads to specification of the attributes required
of a synthetic mimic catalyst.

Attributes of a mimicking catalyst

The attributes required for a catalyst system mimicking FeMo-co
in nitrogenase are considered in two parts, first for the cluster core
which effects the intramolecular H atom transfer steps, and then
for the ligand surrounds which must control the proton transfer
to the cluster and inhibit alternative interfering reactions.

The minimal components of a cluster able to mimic the
behaviour of FeMo-co are proposed to be those of structure 1.
The rationale for these components is:
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Fig. 4 Optimised structures of some key intermediates in the proposed
mechanism (cf Fig. 3). The view direction is perpendicular to the
Fe2,Fe3,Fe6,Fe7 face (similar to Fig. 1). Fe magenta, S yellow, Mo brown,
N blue, H black: the terminal ligands bound to Fe1 and Mo are not shown.
Nc–Fe and Fe–S distances in the range 2.5-3 Å are marked as black and
white broken bonds.

1. Two adjacent Fe atoms (FeA, FeB) are to be bridged by m-S
[FeA ≡ Fe6, FeB ≡ Fe2 (Fig. 1)].

2. A monatomic ligand (X) also bridges the two Fe atoms, and
is further coordinated by other M¢ atoms in the cluster. X must
be able to sustain variable coordination, through variation of the
X-Fe and X-M¢ distances. This variation of Fe-X coordination
correlates with additional coordination of Fe by substrates N2 and
intermediates N2Hx, NHy. X should be able to exert and control
coordinative allosterism at FeA and FeB.

3. There should be two additional coordination sites at each of
FeA and FeB [analogous to the endo, exo sites of FeMo-co (Fig. 2)].

4. One of the Fe atoms (FeA) is to be the initial N2 binding site.
5. The Fe and S atoms are able to bear H atoms.

6. SA, a m3-S ligand on FeA, is able to be protonated, and,
through variation of its Fe/M-S bond lengths and Fe/M-S–
H stereochemistry, is able to transfer H atoms to FeA and to
substrates and intermediates bound to FeA [SA ≡ S3B (Fig. 1)].

Clearly the cluster must contain additional atoms, completing
the coordination of M, X, M¢ and the upper S atoms bound to FeB.

Existing suitable systems

Three well-known cluster systems possess these attributes and re-
semble the FeMo-co site. One is M1, investigated in detail by Holm
et al. with tris(1-pyrazolyl)borate (Y = B) providing terminal co-
ordination of Mo. Six Fe atoms from two cubanoid MoFe3S3 moi-
eties surround a central m6-S atom, in distorted trigonal prismatic
geometry; two of the Fe–Fe edges of the trigonal prism are bridged
by m-S atoms, while the remaining two Fe atoms each support a
terminal ligand (L) instead. While the investigators of this system
have drawn attention to its metrical similarities with the reduced
state (PN) of the P-cluster of nitrogenase,71 M1 also has close
chemical similarities with FeMo-co, and in particular the pertinent
Fe4(m-S)2(m3-S)2 face over a m6 bridging atom is present (hereafter
the central m6-S atom is labelled Sc, analogous to Nc of FeMo-co)

Well characterised M1(L)2 derivatives are [M1(SH)2]3-,72

[M1(SPh)2]3-,71 [M1(CN)2]3-,73 [M1(F)2]3-,74 [M1(OH)2]3-,75

[M1(OMe)2]3-,75 [M1(OH)(OC(Me)NH]3-.75 The vanadium
analog, [M1(V)(SH)2]4-, is known.76 The preparative pathways
to M1 derivatives are well understood.71-73 [M1(SH)2]3- is in a
moderately reduced state, as indicated by 2-/3- oxidation at -1.09v
(vs SCE), further 2-/1- oxidation at -0.45v, and 3-/4- reduction at
-1.80v.73

The second potential model is M2,77 which is related to a
collection of molecules M2A first reported more than 25 years
ago.78-80 These molecules possess the requisite Fe4(m3-S)2(m-S)2 face,
with a centering Sc atom that is four coordinate. For reasons that
will become apparent I will focus on M2 rather than M2A. The
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preparations of (Bu4N)4[M2]4- and of its one-electron oxidised
form (Bu4N)3[M2]3- are established.77

The third potential model system is M3.81 This retains the same
central ScFe4(m3-S)2(m-S)2 face as the previous models, but the
flanking sulfur ligands SB that link this face to the end sections are
thiolate rather than sulfide. These SB ligands are not involved in
the putative mechanism of FeMo-co, but rather have a structural
role, and there is no a priori reason to expect that thiolate in
these positions would be disadvantageous. The preparation of
M3 involves three high-yield steps, and permits opportunities
for modification of the 3,7-diazanonane-1,9-dithiol ligand to
elaborate the model. Uncharged M3 undergoes electrochemical
reductions at -0.83 and -1.63v (vs SCE).

An immediate question about these models is their geometrical
similarity to FeMo-co. Clearly Sc is larger than Nc. One conse-
quence of this is that Sc at the rear folds the Fe4S4 face forwards
about the (m-S) ·· (m-S) vector, causing the (m3-S) ·· (m3-S) distance

Table 1 Comparative distances (Å) for the significant front face of FeMo-
co, M1, M2 and M3

FeMo-co
[PDB 1M1N]

[M1(F)2]3-

[CSD
VEGCAM]

M2 [CSD
FATWIG01]

M3 [CSD
HILWAA]

m3-S ◊ ◊ ◊ m3-S 5.00 4.16 4.38 4.66
m-S ◊ ◊ ◊ m-S 5.70 5.95 5.85 5.77
Fe ◊ ◊ ◊ Fe axial,
transverse

2.58, 2.65 2.79, 2.68 2.75, 2.66 2.72, 2.66

Xc–Fe 1.99–2.09 2.41 2.33 2.30–2.32

to shorten. This effect is most pronounced in M1, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. Table 1 compares the front-face geometries for FeMo-co
and the three models. The least distortion away from the FeMo-co
geometry occurs in M3, which, apart from the inevitable expansion
of the Xc-Fe distances by 0.3 Å, is remarkably similar to FeMo-
co. However, the flexibility of the model is even more important,
and the loose connectivity of M2 indicates non-rigidity. These
considerations are addressed in the results below.

Fig. 5 Comparative side views of FeMo-co (structure PDB 1M1N) and
[M1(F)2]3- (structure CSD VEGCAM, Sc orange) to show the relative
opening of the rear HS–Fe-(m6-S)-Fe-SH section and concomitant closing
of (m3-S) ·· (m3-S) (arrowed) on the front Fe4S4 face.

Theoretical simulations of the catalytic abilities of the
models

In order to test the suitabilities of these clusters as systems
to mimic the catalytic steps of FeMo-co, I have undertaken
density functional calculations of some species analogous to
intermediates in the proposed mechanism (Fig. 3, 4). These are
exploratory calculations, directed towards the first objective of
this research which is to determine whether M1, M2 or M3
are worth pursuing as mimics. This is done by calculating and
examining the geometries of the intermediates that the mimics
would pass through during the catalysis, in order to eliminate
unlikely prospects. The next stage of the research, in conjunction
with syntheses of models possessing suitably elaborated ligands
(see below), involves more detailed computational simulation of
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the steps in the mechanism by calculation of transition states and
reaction profiles.

The computational procedures employed in the present work
are the same as those used in previous work on FeMo-co: details
and validations have been described.66,67,69

It is important to recognise that these models, like FeMo-co,
have variable molecular oxidation states (expressed as overall
charges), each of which has a number of electronic states close in
energy to the ground state. Full calculation of the structures of in-
termediates and transition states in a mechanism for the reactions
of FeMo-co or of these comparable models involves consideration
of these variables, which is a moderately laborious although
straightforward task. The different electronic states of clusters
such as these are specified and controlled in terms of the spin den-
sities on the individual metal atoms.65,82,83 The spin and electronic
states of intermediates in the mechanism were fully investigated
in the previous work on FeMo-co,69 but limited exploration of
alternative electronic states is implicit in the following results on
models. The cluster systems M2 and M2A were included in a pre-
vious correlation of HOMO energy with cluster redox potential.43

As described in the previous section, M1 is folded in a way
that constricts the reaction face. Initial calculations with M1
showed that it has difficulties binding h2-N2 and therefore several
modifications of M1 were investigated. These are described below,
after results for M2 and M3.

Fig. 6 depicts optimised structures for M2 and M3 composed as
some of the FeMo-co mechanism intermediates: species labels have
the FeMo-co intermediate name appended, after/. Several general
results are evident. (a) Loading the models with H atoms on the
appropriate S and Fe atoms is feasible. (b) The M2 structures
are less rigid than M3 structures. (c) The Sc atom can vary its
coordination by elongation of Sc–Fe, and if this occurs it usually
involves one Sc–Fe interaction (only one structure, M2/3H-c, has
two long Sc–Fe interactions). (d) Intermediates at the N2H, N2H2,
N2H4 stages of the mechanism, such as 3HN2H-b, 3HN2H2-a and
1HN2H4-a, are mimicked well by both M2 and M3.

There is a specific issue with M3, where one of the thiolate ligand
H atoms intrudes into the exo-Fe coordination domain, forcing an
exo-Fe–H atom forwards such that the Sc-Fe–H angles are reduced
to ca 160◦, and in M3/4H-b the exo-Fe6-H atom is close (1.9 Å)
to S3B-H, and H2 formation is a facile process. These H–H steric
contacts are shown with black/blue stripes on structures in Fig. 6.
One consequence of this ligand H atom is that an M3 version of
4HN2-c, requiring both exo-Fe6-H and endo-Fe6-(h2-N2), appears
to be sterically impossible. Note that the comparable structures
M2/3HN2-a and M2/4HN2-c are both feasible. Note also that
M3 with h2-N2 coordinated between the exo and endo positions of
Fe6 is feasible, in structure M3-(g2-N2)-Fe2H-S2BH (Fig. 6).

Initial calculations of M1 showed some difficulties with the
binding of N2 at the endo position of Fe6, possibly due to the
crowding of the front face, and therefore modifications to obviate
this were considered. The ligands L on the two rear Fe atoms of
M1 suggest the possibility of linkage by chelation or bridging, and
in order to assess the effectiveness of this the modification M1A
was evaluated: the two ligands, already known as monodentate
thiolates, were replaced by bridging thiolate -SCH3 (Fig. 7(b)).
After optimisation of the core with this modification, the binding
of N2 was enabled. These calculations revealed another prop-
erty of M1 affecting its ability to mimic the functionality of

Fig. 6 Optimised structures for M2 and M3 formulated as key intermedi-
ates in the FeMo-co mechanism, labeled as model/intermediate. Added H
atoms are black; N2 atoms are lighter blue; Sc is orange; Fe–S interactions
in the range 2.7 - 3.0 are marked as black and white broken bonds; black
and blue striped contacts are close H–H interactions discussed in the text.

FeMo-co, which is that the 3-H atoms of the pyrazolyl groups of
the tris(pyrazolyl) tripodal ligand hover over the exo coordination
positions of the Fe atoms, and interfere with ligation in this
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Fig. 7 Modifications of M1. The rear thiolate bridge in place of the
two monodentate ligands L is marked blue. (c) The interference between
pyrazolyl H and ligands Lx in the exo-position of Fe. (d) Conversion of
pyrazolyl to carboxylate in M1B.

position (Fig. 7(c)). Exo-coordination of H atoms at Fe2 and Fe6
is involved in the proposed mechanism for FeMo-co. Substitution
of the pyrazolyl group with carboxylate, for example, removes
this interference: model M1B has carboxylate substitutions close
to both Fe2 and Fe6, and therefore is able to accommodate
exo-Fe-Lx ligands (Fig. 7(d)). Calculations also showed, as
expected, negligible differences between complexes with tris(1-
pyrazolyl)borate (Y = B) or tris(1-pyrazolyl)methane (Y = C)
ligands.

Fig. 8 shows the optimised model M1B and how it would form
some of the intermediates of the FeMo-co mechanism.

Structure M1B/(NH2)(NH3) is different from structure NH2

in the FeMo-co mechanism (Fig. 4) in that the NH3 formed at
the exo-Fe6 position is still bound. In the FeMo-co mechanism
this NH3 dissociates as it is formed. This difference could arise
because the corresponding transition state for the severance of
the N–N bond in the step 1HN2H4-a → 1H(NH2)2 has not yet
been determined for model M1B. Apart from this, all of the
M1B/intermediate structures mimic the FeMo-co intermediates.

Details of the distances Sc-Fe, (m3-S) ·· (m3-S), and FeA–SA are
contained in Table 2. Note that the Sc-Fe distances, which occur as
6 ¥ 2.31 Å in M1B, can extend to 2.53 Å for Sc-FeA and Sc-FeB in the
intermediates (eg M1B/3HN2H-b), with concomitant shortening
to 2.20 Å of other Sc-Fe. This is analogous to the coordinative
allosterism of Nc-Fe distances of FeMo-co,65 but is smaller in
magnitude. The important result is that the larger Sc atom is able
to provide the appropriate Fe locations to support the various
bindings of H, N2, N2Hx and NHx in the M1B intermediates. The
similarity of M1B/4HN2-c (Fig. 8) and FeMo-co/4HN2-c (Fig. 4)
is particularly significant, because this is the key intermediate
preceding the first hydrogenation of N2. The variability of the SA–
FeA distance, according to the hydrogenation of SA, is comparable
in the intermediates of M1B and FeMo-co, and is expected to
yield similar reaction trajectories for H-transfer from SA. It is
concluded here that the cluster core of M1B is well-suited to mimic
the catalytic steps proposed to occur in FeMo-co.

Elaborations of the models: ligand requirements

In order to mimic the proposed nitrogenase mechanism, two
additional features are required of the model system. One is a
mediator for the serial supply of protons to SA, where they become
the H atoms to be used in the reduction. The second requirement is
a peripheral ligand enclosure that blocks reactivity at Fe and S sites
other than FeA, FeB and SA where the mechanism is controlled.

Considering first the elaborations of the ligands of M1B
required to block unwanted reactivity, additional bulk can be
introduced at the thiolate bridging the two rear Fe atoms,
and at the 3 positions of the pyrazolyl rings (closest to the
central cluster atoms). Model M1B-a has bridging t-butylthiolate
(coloured blue), i-propyl substituents at the 3 positions of the
two rear pyrazolyl ligands (red), and one 3-methylpyrazolyl ligand
(green). Optimisation of this structure reveals that the two i-propyl
substituents in the configuration shown effectively block access to
FeE, FeF, and the two m3-S atoms bonded to each of these two Fe
atoms, while the methyl substituent in the conformation shown
blocks FeC. There are two possible configurations for the i-propyl
substituents, and the alternative, with the two methyl groups
directed towards the Fe,S atoms of the cluster, is too crowded,
and on optimisation leads to partial dissociation of the pyrazolyl
ligand: 3-(t-butyl) substitution of the pyrazolyl ligands would be
inappropriate for the same reason.

In nitrogenase it is proposed that there is relay of protons to
SA (ie S3B) through a conserved chain of water molecules held in
place by surrounding protein. One key conserved water molecule
has been identified as the terminus of the chain and the agent
for protonation of SA.66 This protein-based structure is not easily
mimicked, but an amine or alcohol function on a flexible arm
attached to the ligand structure could relay protons from the
exogenous acid AH to SA (Scheme 1). An advantage of the M1

Scheme 1
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Table 2 Frontal (m3-S) ·· (m3-S) distances, Fe–Sc distances, and FeA-SA (Å) in M1B/intermediate structures

Intermediate (m3-S) ·· (m3-S) Sc-FeA Sc-FeB Other Sc-Fe FeA–SA

M1B 4.86 2.32 2.31 2.30 2.32 2.30 2.29 2.28
4H-b 5.40 2.23 2.53 2.30 2.41 2.31 2.39 3.58
4HN2-c 5.67 2.44 2.39 2.34 2.29 2.32 2.35 3.83
3HN2H-b 4.78 2.49 2.52 2.22 2.33 2.20 2.32 2.42
3HN2H2-a 4.91 2.52 2.47 2.26 2.28 2.23 2.25 2.40
1HN2H4-a 5.35 2.45 2.23 2.35 2.32 2.38 2.41 2.32
(NH2)(NH3) 4.80 2.38 2.44 2.24 2.25 2.22 2.28 2.34

Fig. 8 Optimised structures for M1B formulated as key intermediates in the FeMo-co mechanism, labeled as M1B/intermediate. Added H atoms are
black; N2 atoms are lighter blue; Sc is orange.

model systems is that one of the pyrazolyl rings, that directed
approximately towards FeD, is on the side of SA opposite FeA, and
therefore is well placed to support the relay function.

Preliminary investigations have been made for two simple
proton relay mimics, R1 which has an amine function as part
of the 3-substituent of the proximate pyrazolyl ligand, and R2
in which the pyrazolyl ligand is replaced by a tertiary amine

ligating function, bearing a pendant primary amine as proton
relay agent. R1 and R2 have differing conformational variabilty in
the movement of the proton relay site to and from SA. Structure
optimisations show that R2 has some conformational difficulties,
and would need redesign. However R1 is able to form a hydrogen
bond between the NH2 donor and SA comparable with that of the
enzyme. Calculations also show that addition of a proton to the
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amine donor function leads to spontaneous transfer of the proton
to SA.

Fig. 9 shows front and back views of the optimised structure of
M1B-b, which combines the ligand enclosure elements of M1B-a
and the proton relay function of R1.

Discussion

The three known Fe/S cluster systems, M1, M2 and M3, and
modifications mimic the active face of FeMo-co, and are able
to sustain the intermediates of the proposed mechanism for the
reaction N2 + 6H+ + 6e- → 2NH3 as catalysed at FeMo-co by
nitrogenase. In the case of M1 it is probable that the two rear Fe
atoms should be tied together by a bridging or chelating ligand
in order to closely mimic the FeMo-co behaviour. The central Sc

atom of M1, M2, M3 and modifications behaves similarly to the
Nc atom of FeMo-co. Further, each of the mimics has a number
of electronic and spin states (results not reported here), as does
FeMo-co.

Fig. 9 Front (a) and rear (b) views of the van der Waals surface of
optimised model M1B-b, showing the relay HNH··SA hydrogen bond, and
the blocking of Fe atoms and back S atoms by the alkyl substituents.

M2 is the least satisfactory model, mainly because its lower
connectivity allows excessive structural distortion. M1 is the most
promising, particularly when modified as in M1A, M1B to tie the
back Fe atoms together and keep the front face open. Model M1B
closely mimics FeMo-co in the calculations undertaken so far.
M1B is also readily elaborated via the pyrazolyl-hydroborate or
pyrazolyl-methane ligands to effect steric inactivation of the parts
of the cluster that should not be reactive sites in an effective mimic.
In addition, modification of the ligands in M1B to introduce
a proton relay function should be relatively straightforward
synthetically. Ligands very closely related to those in model M1B-b
are known in the literature, e.g.84-86 The carboxylate function in the
ligands of the various M1B models, required to keep the exo-FeA
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and exo-FeB coordination positions unconstrained, has precedent,
and also could be replaced with alcoxide or thiolate functions, as
for instance in the known ligands LA, LB.86 There should be no
difficulties in generating the functionalised tridentate ligands for
the six-coordinate end M (Mo) atoms of proposed models.

The synthetic chemistry of cluster M1 and its derivatives
(including V in place of Mo) is well-developed. Note that the
six-coordinate metal plays a largely structural role, and does not
need to be Mo. The standard route starts with precursors P1 or
P2, both readily obtained,87 and which allow the introduction
of modified tridentate ligands at the six-coordinate metal. The
first key intermediate is I1,87 which, when L = PEt3, is converted
to the edge-bridged double cubane structure I2 by reduction with
BH4

-.72,88 A variety of reactions have been used to convert I2 to M1
derivatives,71,72,88 including direct reaction of I1 with I2.72 Details
of the ancillary ligands L and reaction conditions are given in the
papers cited. The mechanism of the I2 → M1 conversion has been

studied.73 The models M1 are generally stable, but it is known that
excess thiol or weak acid can cause reversion to I2 or I1.72

There is no exact precedent for a synthetic reaction creating the
proposed linkage of the rear Fe atoms of M1, as for instance in
bridged M1A. Reactions substituting ligands L of M1 are known,73

and it could be that use of a bridging dithiolate ligand is feasible.
All of the models are electron-transfer active, as expected of

metal-sulfide clusters, and therefore the introduction of electrons
to the catalytic cycle, under homogeneous or heterogeneous
(electrochemical) conditions, should be relatively straightforward.
A key issue will be the matching of the operating redox potentials
and the strength of the acid AH used to provide protons to the
proton relay component, in order to introduce the H atoms onto
the model cluster while avoiding the unwanted direct reduction of
AH to H2. Redox potentials of specific models can be simulated
prior to synthesis, using an existing correlation of redox potential
and calculated HOMO energy.43 Additional substituents on the
ligands could be used to adjust potentials.

I note that the unmodified cluster systems M1, M2, M3 and
variants already reported were prepared under an atmosphere of
N2, which was not bound. This is consistent with the proposed
mechanism for FeMo-co, in which pre-hydrogenation of the cluster
is required, to modify the coordination of Fe to enable N2 binding.
The enzyme needs to be reduced prior to N2 binding.

Finally, I return to the metrical similarities between M1 and
the PN reduced-state P-cluster of nitrogenase, and speculate about
functional similarities. Could the P-cluster in the MoFe protein of
nitrogenase be a relic catalytic site for N2 reduction, operating prior
to the evolution of a more efficient FeMo-co site? A finding that
M1 (suitably protected and supported with electron- and proton-
transfer functions) is able to catalyse the hydrogenation of N2

would support this hypothesis.

Progressing

I predict that M1B-b, or a model like it, is well-equipped to
catalyse the hydrogenation of N2 to NH3, given a suitable proton
source AH and a suitable source of electrons (a homogeneous
reductant or an electrochemical cell). The suggested first stage
of investigation of this prediction is to secure the synthetic
procedures, following the leading references cited above. Some
exploration of synthetic methods to bridge or link the rear Fe
atoms will be needed in this. As this progresses, guidance can come
from further calculation of structure and stability of specific target
molecules. Also needed in the synthetic effort will be investigation
and adjustment of the redox potentials of models, and some
exploration of possible proton shuttle functionalities, their base
strengths, and compatible acids AH. A key milestone will be the
isolation and characterisation of models with H atoms bound to
SA, FeA and/or FeB. In conjunction with this, density functional
simulation can examine the reactivities of species in hand, and
provide energy profiles for possible catalytic steps.

The present article provides some direction for experimental
investigation. Because density functional simulation can now
explore, reliably and quickly, the structure and reactivity of
mimicking clusters, progress will be advanced by collaborative
theoretical and experimental investigation. As soon as some
relevant clusters are in hand, the feasibility of them functioning
as catalysts in mimicry of nitrogenase can be tested by calculation
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of the reaction profiles for the proposed mechanism, as has been
done for FeMo-co.
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